CardLogix Holofoil Cards are constructed with commercial grade substrates compliant with ISO-7810, ID1 standards. These cards include clear, iridescent Holofoil images with twelve unique designs to choose from.

Holofoil imaging is one of several security printing options that make fraudulent duplication a difficult task, thereby increasing the card’s security. These lightshifting images have the appearance of Holograms, and they are a much more cost-effective option. With our pre-stamped Holofoil cards, you can personalize each card by printing over the Holofoil image, or you can print on the other side of the card.

Holofoil cards provide a smart foundation for a card’s physical security and printing needs. For higher security, holofoils can be combined with CardLogix ReadyStart™ Secure Cards that include a combination of ready designed high security graphics, such as guilloche, microtext, UV, hidden images and intentional errors.

**CardLogix Holofoil Card**

**High Quality Holofoil Cards for Increased Security**

---

**Holofoil Card Options**

- **Precision Identity Grade substrate:**
  This is a good option if printing additional images is required, such as an employee badge, and if dimensional tolerances are critical.

- **Government Certified substrate:**
  These cards are designed by CardLogix in order to meet the continuous card body certification requirements by some programs.

- **Custom artwork and information can be printed underneath the Holofoil image.** This option allows for a brighter Holofoil image than the standard option.

- **12 unique Holofoil designs to choose from.**

- **Magnetic Stripe, Contact and Contactless smart cards are all available with these options.**

**Benefits and Features**

- **Increased security**
- **ISO-7810, ID1 compliant**
- **Convenient pre-designed and pre-stamped Holofoil images**
- **idblox® approved**
Holofoil Designs

National ID # 5100039

Airport ID # 5100040

Arabic ID # 5100041

EU Symbol # 5100042

Firefighter ID # 5100043

Healthcare ID # 5100044

First Responder ID # 5100045

Islamic Star # 5100046

Nigerian ID # 5100048

PIV # 5100049

Student ID # 5100050

Voting # 5100051